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APPLICATION FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF THE NAME SMINTHOPSIS
MURINA VAR. CONSTRICTA SPENCER, 1896 (MARSUPIALIA,

DASYURIDAE). Z.N.(S.)2080

By M. Archer {Queensland Museun^i, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia)

The name Sminthopsis murina var. constricta Spencer, 1896 was
published in connection mth a specimen of a small carnivorous marsupial

collected at Oodnadatta, Northern Territory. The name has only been used
twice (see 5 below) for a taxon but no material has been allocated to it

except that assigned by its original author; its status has been discussed in

the literature by Dixon (1970) and it has been listed in faunal lists by Iredale

& Troughton (1934), Parker (1973), Tate (1947), Finlayson (1961) and
Troughton (1965). In the last 50 years only Tate (1947) regarded the name as

valid. He did not allocate any specimens to this taxon, indicated uncertainty

in its application, and noted that he had not examined the type-specimen.

2. The type-specimen was neither nominated nor figured by Spencer
(loc. cit.) in the type description.

3. The type-specimen is not known with certainty to exist, although

there has been a suggestion by Dixon (loc. cit.) that a specimen C 6920 in

the National Museum of Victoria may be the holotype despite the fact that

the measurements and sex disagree with those published by the original

author.

4. C 6920 is an undoubted specimen of the species Sminthopsis
crassicaudata (Gould, 1844) and which would, if assigned to subspecies, be
a specimen of the taxon which is currently called Sminthopsis
crassicaudata centralis Thomas, 1902, by those who recognize that

subspecies. The name centralis has been used by Jones (1923), Finlayson

(1933), Iredale & Troughton (1934), Tate (1947), and Troughton (1965). Tate

(1947, p. 122) anticipates the possibility that Sminthopsis murina var.

constricta may equal centralis.

5. If specimen C 6920 is not the holotype (and I do not think it is), on
geographical grounds it is possible that the name Sminthopsis murina var.

constricta refers to the taxon which is recognized by me, in my current

revision (accepted for publication by Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist.) of

Sminthopsis, as Sminthopsis ooldea Troughton, 1965. This possibility is

suggested also by Parker (1973). The name ooldea has been used by
Troughton (1965 and 1967), Parker (1973), and Archer (1975a, b, 1976a, b).

The name ooldea is also involved in numerous publications by other authors

in press, a consequence of the recent discovery of this form in many areas

of central Australia.

6. Instability which results from the present situation can be removed
by one of the alternative actions of either selecting a neotype for
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Sminthopsis murina var. constricta or by suppressing it. The former
alternative would, depending upon the nature of the specimen selected,
either upset an established name (i.e. centralis) in favour of this name
which has never been allocated to a taxon except by its original author, as a
variety of murina, and by Tate (1947, but without additional material) as a
variety of macroura, or the name ooldea which has both an adequate
type-specimen and type-locality. The latter alternative would maintain
existing usage.

7. I hereby apply to the Internatonal Commision on Zoological
Nomenclature to use its plenary powers to suppress the name Sminthopsis
murina ^ar. constricta Spencer, 1896, for the purposes of the Law of Priority

but not for those of the Law of Homonymy, and to place it on the Official

Index of Rejected and Invalid Specific Names in Zoology.
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